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Abstract-Humans are capable of determining an individual’s gender relatively easily using facial attributes. Although it is 
challenging for machines to perform the same task, in the past decade incredible strides have been made in automatically 
making predictions from face images. Gender is one of the key facial attributes that plays a very prominent role in social 
interactions, making gender estimation from a single face image which is an important task in intelligent applications, 
such as access control, human-computer interaction, law enforcement, marketing intelligence and visual surveillance, etc. 
The project identifies or detects the gender from the given face images. The face is detected from the image using a 
convolution neural network like the Multi-task Cascade Convolution Neural Network (MTCNN) where as in the video the 
faces are detected using the HaarCascade. The project has been motivated by problems like lack of security, frauds, child 
molestation, robbery, criminal identification. However, it is still challenging in real applications due to motion blur, object 
occlusion and extreme illumination in videos. We Propose the CNN Framework which first detects and extracts the 
Human face images in videos and then feeds them to the network which classify the gender of the detected face. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Gender detection is a non-trivial computer vision problem for identifying the gender of the faces in images. The 
most fundamental application that is used in face recognition technology is gender detection. Many companies like 
Facebook, Amazon, Google and other technical companies have their respective different implementations of this 
gender detection. The software must be able to detect it first, before they can recognize. Gender of a person in each 
cluster is estimated using aggregation of predictions for individual photos.This consists of two steps, first one is to 
identify the faces in the image/video. After that the features will be extracted. Second is to classify the type of 
gender.Detection of faces from the images can be done by using the MTCNN whereas the Haarcascade is used for 
the face detection in videos. This Face detection is a computer vision problem that involves finding faces in photos. 
After the detection, the features will be extracted from the detected faces. Based on the extracted features, by using 
the smaller VGG algorithm the gender will be classified. For the classification of gender in videos and images we 
used database like the wiki_crop, imdb. 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

2.1.Multi-Task Cascade Convolutional Neural Network (MTCNN) 

There are N number of deep learning methods have been developed for the face detection purpose. In those one of 
the more popular approaches is “Multi-Task Convolutional Neural Network”, simply called MTCNN. It achieved the 
state-of-the-art results on a range of benchmark datasets, and because it is capable of also recognizing other facial 
features such as eyes and mouth, called landmark detection. The MTCNN consists of three stages. In the first stage, 
candidate windows are produced quickly through the shallow CNN. Then it refines the windows in order to reject 
the large number of non-faces windows that are present in the image through a more complex CNN. Finally, it will 
use a more powerful CNN in order to refine the results and output facial landmarks positions.This MTCNN network 
uses a cascade structure which consists of three networks; first the image/video will be rescaled to the range of 
different sizes which is called as an image pyramid, then the first model which is Proposal Network (P-Net) 
proposes the candidate facial regions, the second model which is Refine Network (R-Net) filters the bounding boxes 
in the image, finally the third model that is Output Network (O-Net) proposes facial landmarks which are detected in 
the image. This MTCNN model is a multi-task network because each of the three models that are present in the 
cascade which are P-Net, R-Net and O-Net will be trained on the three tasks, for example making the three types of 
the predictions. They are classification of face, bounding the box regression and finally the localization of facial 
landmarks. These three network models are not connected together. The outputs of the previous stages will be fed as 
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the input for the next stages. This can be used to perform the additional processing between the stages. For example, 
non-maximum suppression (NMS) will be used as the filter for the candidate bounding boxes that are proposed by 
the first stage P-Net which will be provided as the input for the second stage that is the R-Net model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1MTCNN Face detection in the image 

2.2. Haar Cascade Algorithm  

The Haar Cascade is a classifier which is used for the detection of the object for which it is trained from the 
sources. By this, better results will be obtained by using high quality images and thereby increasing the number of 
stages for which the classifier has been trained. HaarCascade classifier is based on the Haar Wavelet technique 
which is used to analyse the pixels that are present in the image into squares by the function. This technique uses a 
concept “internal image” to compute the “features” that are detected. Ada boost learning algorithm is used inthe 
Haar Cascade which is used to select a small number of important features from a large set in order to obtain an 
efficient result of classifiers and then use the cascade techniques for the detection of face in the images.  
Haarcascade will be trained by giving some input faces and non faces. In order to detect/recognize the objects with 
cascade. Haar Cascade classifier is used for the detection of faces in the video. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-2. Haar Cascade face detection in video 

 

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

3.1 Dataset Generation: 

The dataset which is having names of different nationalities for public use was not found, the images in different 
regions were collected from various online sources such as Wikipedia. We collected different images of celebrities 
from IMDb and Wikipedia which can be handily available for public use. This is the largest public dataset readily 
available for gender classification to date. In total we obtained 460,723 face images from 20,284 celebrities from 
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IMDb and 62,328 from Wikipedia, thus 523,051 in total. While some of the images (from IMDb) contain more than 
one person in which the photos with the value of strongest face detection below the threshold are used in order to 
extract the face with a margin. For the pretrained model, 40% margin of the width and height on all four sides have 
been used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Model Architecture: 

Our Experiment is having input images that are 96 x 96 with a depth of 3. 

Below is our first CONV => RELU =>POOL block. 

The convolution layer has 32 filters with a 3 x 3 kernel. We use RELU, the activation function followed by batch 
normalization. Our POOL layer uses a 3 x 3 POOL size to reduce spatial dimensions quickly from 96 x 96 to 32 x 
32. 

96 x 96 x 3 input is taken to train our network, dropout used in our network architecture works randomly by 
disconnecting nodes from the current layer to the next layer. During the training batches, this process of random 
disconnection helps naturally in order to introduce the redundancy in the model. 

 From there we’ll add (CONV => RELU) * 2 layers before applying another POOL layer: 

Using the multiple CONV and RELU layers together helps reduce the spatial dimensions of the volume thereby 
allowing us to learn a larger number of features. Then we increase our filter size from 32 to 64. The deeper we go in 
the network, the smaller the spatial dimensions of our volume, and the more filters we learn.  After we decrease max 
pooling size from 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 to get more approximation. 

Dropout is again performed at this stage. Thereafter, add another set of (CONV => RELU) * 2 => POOL, 

Again, we increased our filter size to 128 here. And finally, we have a set of FC =>RELU layers and a sigmoid 
classifier. 

The fully connected layer is specified by using Dense (1024) with a rectified linear unit activation and batch 
normalization. Lastly dropout is performed at a final time. This time we’re dropping out 50% of the nodes during 
training fully-connected and 10-25% in previous layers. After rounding the model value with a sigmoid classifier, it 
will return the predicted probabilities for each class (Male or Female). 
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Fig-3.A visualised network architecture of SmallerVGGNet 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION & RESULTS 

By evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, it is being observed that the quality of image is varied 
because of the changes made in the illuminating conditions that are dependent on the region or surrounding from 
where the image has been taken. By the hitting ratios of the gender classification, the output has achieved an 
accuracy of 93%. From the considered data set, algorithms have shown good robustness and reasonable accuracy for 
the images taken. The proposed system provides a low complexity and is suitable for real time implementations, 
such as real time facial recognition. The algorithms have reduced the processing time and their implementation 
optimization, which has to be performed and detected yet. 

This paper proposed is about gender classification from different facial features by using these below interfaces  

1)Image          2)Webcam         3)Videos 

 

(a) 

 

 (b) 
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(c) 

Fig 4. (a) Output of image (b) Output for webcam(c) output for video 

 

Fig 5. Plot of Loss and Accuracy on Training and Validation Datasets 

From plot of accuracy we can see that the model could be trained a little more as the accuracy for both datasets is 
rising in last epochs. We can see the training of datasets on model is not yet overloaded as both the datasets showing 
equal skill. From the loss, we see that the model is showing equal performance on both train and validation datasets. 
If the Original image is not matched with predicted image, then the change will be shown in the graph. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This Paper describes a practical facial feature extraction system to determine the gender of the persons in the 
image/video, which combines good accuracy of the face feature extraction and gender classification with robustness 
to images of different quality and picture taking conditions. This method has achieved an accuracy of 93%. In this 
paper, the process is composed of two phases: feature extraction and gender classification. The proposed system is 
having a less amount of complexity and is very suitable in real time implementations, such as real time facial 
animation. So, from this we can conclude that gender recognition of the persons in the videos and images with 
minimum probability have been considered and the result obtained is shown as output.  
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